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The population of the World Wide Web with media of all types such as texts, images, videos and audio
files in recent years raised the attractiveness of multimedia retrieval. With our work on the influence of
dependencies between modalities and features we investigate why these approaches still do not
perform convincingly better than plain text search approaches when applied to large, noisy collections
like web content, even though these approaches have more information at their hands. This article
suggests that, due to the size and noise, the modality’s dependencies necessary for efficient
information fusion becomes small and hard to exploit. Preliminary experiments with two multi modal
collections underpin this statement.
Multimedia Retrieval, Multimedia Classification, multi modal Information Fusion.

1. INTRODUCTION
Some years ago the content of the World Wide Web consisted mainly of text. Since then, also due to the
development of the Web 2.0, it became populated more and more with the other media types: images, audio files
and videos. This created the necessity for algorithms to search and browse this new media content, but also the
idea of combining information of different modalities to improve the information retrieval and classification
approaches.
Multimedia retrieval and classification has received a lot of interest recently, which includes the introduction of
multimedia tracks in evaluation workshops like TRECVID, IMAGECLEF and INEX. For now the multi modal fusion
approaches helped for sure to improve image retrieval by using the aligned texts or keywords, but they still do not
perform convincingly better than plain textbased search [1], even though having more information at their hands.
This is caused on the one hand by the lack of understanding of the relation between lowlevel features and their
semantics [7]. This is already a serious problem in simple image retrieval (semantic gap) and is enforced during
fusion with the images' accompanied keywords and texts. On the other hand, many questions are open in
information fusion. For example how to fuse dependent sources efficiently and how to predict the performance
improvement that can be achieved by fusing different modalities, sources or samples.
To shed more light on the problems in multimedia retrieval and classification for web content the next section will
review currently successful information fusion approaches and how they fuse different modalities. Section 3
explains then why current information fusion approaches probably have problems, when they are applied to noisy
web content. The last section presents research directions and ideas for approaching a solution.
2. REVIEW OF INFORMATION FUSION APPROACHES
For some time, information and data fusion is established as an independent field of research. Some form of fusion
is utilized in many diverse areas like robotics, pattern recognition, evidence combination as well as information
retrieval (e.g. page rank aggregation). But for now there is no consistent theoretical framework developed [4].
Still, all successfully applied fusion approaches in multimedia retrieval and classification (as well as in other fields)
have one common ground: they are based on relationships between the integrated modalities that can be
described in form of dependency, correlation or mutual information. In general one can distinguish four basic types
of information fusion: simple fusion based on data concatenation and scores, statistic and probabilitybased
approaches and optimization with the help of information theory. Each of them will be shortly presented now.
2.1 Data concatenation and scorebased fusion
The simplest and most often utilized fusion approaches are based on data concatenation and score functions
applied to a vector space representation, hence to similarities or dissimilarities. Data concatenation represents

fusion on data level, where classification or retrieval indexes are calculated on the concatenated feature sets of the
modalities. The classification of the full data utilizes the overall similarity between the object's features during
fusion. It is a weak way of fusion since the feature concatenation is not exploiting the intermodal relationships.
Another problem is often the computational complexity due to the high dimensionality of the concatenated feature
sets.
Fusion with score function is done on a more abstract level. First each modality is processed individually and then
their results are fused. This can be done for classification with rulebased, ensemble methods like voting,
averaging, bagging, boosting or with learningbased pattern classification algorithms like support vector machines
and knearest neighbours. In retrieval score functions are used for rank aggregation. That is why they have a higher
impact, because the fusion of different information sources (meta search) was extensively studied during the last
years. The stateoftheart approaches of diverse voting methods based on majority or position (e.g. Borda count)
and multi stage approaches using the Condorect criteria can also be applied to multimedia information retrieval.
In hierarchical fusion approaches, a dimensionality reduction is achieved by processing first each modality
individually. However, it maintains the modality's relationships to a certain degree in the classifier outcomes and
ranked lists, which is mostly sufficient to achieve performance improvements due to fusion even at this late level.
These fusion approaches exploit indirect the modality's relationships in taking their decision based on the number
of modalities that support a class or the relevance of a document. Nevertheless the most of those approaches treat
the modalities as independent and that is why they are suboptimal. Recently it was shown that dependent
modalities are best fused by exploiting their relationships [5].
2.2 Statisticbased approaches
The approaches based on feature statistics utilize a cooccurrence matrix that is projecting the input modalities into
a common semantic space. The simplest algorithm of this category is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [2], more
sophisticated approaches like Probabilistic LSA [10], canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [11], which uses the
correlation matrix between the modalities as base, and principal component analysis (PCA) have been successfully
applied as well. The cooccurrence matrix represents in the simplest case frequencies of the joint appearance of,
for example, text and image features. Furthermore inverse frequencies similar to TFIDF can be used.
The multi modal cooccurrence matrix processed with Single Value Decomposition (SVD) can then be utilized for
classification and retrieval. The largest eigenvalues that are found during the decomposition represent a translation
of the input modalities to a concept space, which allows clustering. When performing retrieval the query has to be
translated as well to the concept space and can then be compared to the collection objects.
In those approaches the cooccurrence or correlation of features from different modalities are analysed and hence
directly exploited. They are therefore efficient approaches for fusing dependent modalities.
2.3 Probabilisticbased approaches
Information fusion based on probabilistic approaches can be divided in two general variants: (1) generative
modelling of modality relationships xi and their influence to the result k (class or rank position), hence estimating
the joint probability p(xi,k) and (2) discriminative modeling of the conditional probability of the result having the
relationships of the modalities p(k|xi), which is derived from decision theory and circumvents the sometimes
problematic task of calculating the joint probability.
Typical algorithms for this type of information fusion are mixture models [12], Bayesian networks [13] and factor
graphs [14]. An extension to exploit causality (since a probabilistic relation can not be seen directly as a cause) was
done with the development of causal influence networks [15]. Probability distributions can be also fused like score
function using averaging and voting, which is called associative probability maps.
The probabilistic algorithms also exploit the modality relationships directly by modelling and estimating their inter
modal influences. An advantage compared to the statisticbased approaches is the possibility of modelling also
uncertainty for example about the relationship strength between modalities or the amount of noise included in the
modality. Furthermore, the algorithms can infer over missing data. Like the statisticbased methods they are
efficient in fusing dependent modalities, because they are exploiting directly their relationships.
Another way of using probability in information fusion is estimating the accuracy of the modality's data or
classification and retrieval result to down weight the influence of the weak performing ones as it is done in a lot of
scorebased fusion algorithms. This is done with the help of the DempsterShafer theory of evidence, which also
provides a straightforward approach for estimating the relevance of a document to a query.
2.4 information theoretic optimization
Information theory is not directly utilized for fusion, but for optimizing other information fusion algorithms as the
ones mentioned above. The goal is to minimize the uncertainty about the fusion result during fusion, which can be
measured with the conditional Shannon entropy of the result having the inputs H(k|x i). At the same time this
maximizes the mutual information between input and result I(xi,k). This entropy fusion model is then used for
feature selection in the information fusion approach of choice [8]. In this way an optimal feature subset can be
determined that contains the most information about the treated problem. Therefore information theory is an
important tool in information fusion.

As this review shows all information fusion approaches exploit the dependency, cooccurrence, correlation or
mutual information between modality features. The next section will discuss relationships in terms of how to
determine them and which amounts can be found in data collections like Corel and Washington. Furthermore our
findings are used to predict problems in the application of current stateoftheart fusion algorithms to web content
as can be found in the Wikipedia collection.
3. THE BASE OF INFORMATION FUSION: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MODALITIES
All types of information fusion are based on exploiting some form of relationship between the integrated modalities
like dependencies, cooccurrence, correlation or mutual information. So for multimedia information retrieval the
basic idea is to use the relationship between the textual and visual feature sets to cluster the keywordannotated
images or perform multi modal based retrieval, which should also make it possible to retrieve unannotated images
with text queries that are visually similar to annotated images that match the query.
Another application area is the classification and retrieval of websites merging all available types of media source
like texts, images, videos and audio files, their transcripts and even the meta data, the website's structure and links.
According to information theory the exploitation of more information is leading to a performance improvement in
retrieval and classification, if the fusion of the dependent modalities can be performed appropriately. But this task is
not trivial, since incorrect merging of dependent inputs will hurt the system's overall performance.
That means in the practice of information fusion that it is important to study the relationships that are underlying
the examined data. For our first preliminary fusion tests based on visual and textual feature the two keyword
annotated image collections Washington and Corel were chosen. The Washington collection contains 675 images
clustered in 16 semantic concepts (classes with missing annotation were discarded) and having each 15
keywords. The images were annotated manually and the images are equally distributed over the concepts. The
second collection, a subset of the Corel database, has more images (1159) with more keywords (110) and are
clustered into 49 concepts. Contrary to Washington the images are not evenly distributed over the classes and the
annotations also contain complete nonsense descriptions. So it can be considered to resemble more to real world
data as one has to expect for example in web content. The analysis of the Wikipedia collection to prove this
prediction was not done yet. The assignment of the images to their semantic concepts was used as groundtruth in
the following experiments.

FIGURE 1: Absolute Correlation coefficient matrices between the features of (left) Washington collection
and (right) Corel collection

In preparation of running the correlation and fusion experiments for both collections textual (feature vector of term
frequencies Washington: 338, Corel: 2035, very sparse) and visual features (Gift features [6] color/texure
histograms: 166/120) were calculated. In Figure 1 the absolute correlation coefficient matrices between the features
of both collections are presented. Light points mark high correlation (positive or negative) and dark points represent
small correlation and hence independence of the features.
It is clearly visible that with the rise in size and resemblance to real world data from the Washington to the Corel
collection a smaller amount of correlation is obtained between their features. More precisely, the Washington
collection contained 17% significantly correlated feature pairs, whereas there were only found 3% in the Corel
collection. Here, it has to be taken into account that the texture features are highly correlated by their nature
(wavelet coefficients), which reduces the amount of useful dependencies further.

Table 1 shows additionally the absolute average correlation coefficient and in brackets its maximum that has been
found between the modalities in the Washington and Corel collection respectively. It can be seen that the inter
modal dependencies are propagated according to the maximum to the classifier outcomes, which have been
calculated with a standard support vector machine (SVM) such as later used for the fusion experiments. The
impression that the colortexture relationship inheres the most dependence (and hence is most valuable in fusion)
is skewed by the difference in sparsity of the data.

C

Washington
colortext
0.035 (0.857)
0.516

colortexture
0.077 (0.542)
0.275

average
classifier

texturetext
0.049 (0.738)
0.268

Corel
colortext
0.015 (0.991)
0.211

colortexture
0.043 (0.434)
0.141

texturetext
0.025 (0.804)
0.199

TABLE 1: Average, maximum and minimum correlation coefficients between features found in Washington
and Corel collection; correlation coefficient found between the classifier outcomes trained on modalities

The small amount of feature dependencies in the Corel collection leads to the assumption that the Wikipedia
collection, where the images are aligned with free texts, inheres more noise and probably even less dependencies
than the investigated Corel subset. The significantly correlated feature pairs in the overall collection will probably be
close to zero. This finding coincides with reports, whereas the content of texts in websites is not always a helpful
description for the aligned images. This has a great impact on the choice of approach for solving this retrieval and
classification problem, since all algorithms that were presented in section 2 are based feature dependencies.
Maybe it is possible to alleviate the problem of small dependencies by using more sophisticated features for both
images and text. Furthermore, the consideration of intraclass dependencies (which features discriminate a certain
query/class best against the rest of the collection) seems promising in such huge and noisy collections.
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TABLE 2: Information fusion performance of the Washington collection

Fusion experiments on the Washington and Corel collection show that the difference in the amount of
dependencies has a direct impact on the information fusion performance as can be seen in Tables 2 and 3. Therein
the classification error, the false alarm rate (false negative) and miss rate (false positive) of the single modality
classification (color, texture, text) with a standard support vector machine (SVM) and several information fusion
approaches is given. All the tested approaches belong to the data concatenation (concatenated SVM) or score
based fusion algorithms. We investigated rulebased ones (averaging, weighted sum, majority vote) and a learning
based algorithm (hierarchical SVM). More experiments concerning the impact of fusing dependent and
independent features can be found in [3].
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TABLE 3: Information fusion performance of the Corel collection

The above experiments show that the fusion of the less accurate and as well less correlated classifier outcomes
(since they are obtained from less correlated data) results in a decreased performance in all types of information
fusion. Which one of the two factors is influencing more this decrease can not be stated from these experiments,
but would be also important to determine in a future task. The worse results of the Corel collection further underpin
the problem that researchers are faced with when fusing even less correlated data, as expected for the real world
data of the Wikipedia collection.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This article presents a possible explanation why multimedia retrieval and classification with huge real world data
collections like web content stays for now behind the expectations that, in theory, the fusion of more information
should lead intuitively to improved performance. If this data contains too little dependencies between the modality
features or most of the dependencies are hidden in noise, then all standard information fusion approaches are
preassigned to fail, since they are based on those relations.
Our future work will first concentrate on the dependency analysis of the Wikipedia collection. The calculation of the
overall and intra class correlation coefficient matrices will show if the predictions made earlier for the Wikipedia
collection hold true. Here the intraclass dependencies will be especially interesting, since each class possess
most certainly their own set of features that distinguish them best from other classes. Those dependencies are
probably then also less sensitive to the collection size and its noise level, since it is based on a small subset of the
data.
In addition to the presented correlation coefficients, other dependency and overlap measures will be examined for
their expressiveness of the feature relationships. For example, a promising one would be the pattern magnity
coefficient that takes, except of the features covariances, also their magnitudes into account. More appropriate
measures are also the Jaccard index (represents similarity and diversity of sample sets), the Dice coefficient,
Saulton’s cosine measure or the data overlap coefficient, which can be applied to discrete data. All those measures
are derived from information theory. Alternatively one can also examine the mutual information of the different
modalities.
Another research direction will be the exploitation of more sophisticated features for the text as well as the images.
For text for example inverse frequencies seem promising. In general, better natural language processing like
finding named entities can be very helpful. Finally, the structure of the websites itself as well as the link structure
can be exploited. The idea is that in text that is closer to the image better describing keywords can be found.
The currently utilized image features also leave a lot of room for improvement, since for now only the most simple,
global color and texture histograms are applied. A first step of improvement would be to include Gift’s local color
and texture features. We also like to test the performance of the MPEG7 [9] features in terms of achieving better
dependencies with the textual features.
The logical next step would be the study of regionbased indexing approaches. Intuitively, they raise the chances
of being related to keywords found in the image’s aligned texts. The final step for the image processing would be
the utilization of object recognition or as a preliminary step detecting semantic concepts in the images such as
faces, buildings, nature and so on.
Once appropriate features have been found, which includes a measure for the intermodal dependencies, the
strength of their relations can be determined. Depending on this amount one of the standard fusion approaches
presented in section 2 can be applied or another solution has to be found to handle extremely noisy data.
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